
3CS 3JH Essential Agreement

We can be Open minded

- Learn about new ideas with new people
- Respect and educate yourself about

other people's cultures
- Respect different cultures and beliefs

We can be Balanced

- We take the time to plan what is important
in our school day

- We respect fellow students ideas whether
agree or disagree

- We respect all teachers

- We are balanced with our learning

choices

We can be Risk takers

- Trying new things

- Helping others with learning

- Trying new learning topics

- Learning about new cultures

- Working in groups

- Making new friends

We can be Thinkers

- Sitting in our optimal learning spots

- Using full body listening

- Asking questions to help our

own learning

- Completing just right learning

- Ensure we are using full body listening

We can be Knowledgeable

- Ask questions
- Raise your hand
- Reading a variety of challenging texts to

make us more knowledgeable
- Asking open-ended questions

We can be Principled

- Using our inside voices whilst
completing work

- Doing the right thing
- Being responsible at Seabrook Primary

School
- Staying on task and following direction
- Not talking over our classmates
- Treat the classroom resources with

respect

We are communicators
- Listen to other people's ideas in a

respectful way
- Share our amazing ideas in our classroom
- Use an inside voice to communicate whilst

in the classroom.
- Don’t talk over other students
- Raise your hand to share
- Ensure we are using full body listening
- Using ICT in the right way

We are Inquires
- We are curious students
- We use a number of different resources to

help us inquire
- We are life-long learners
- We use a number of different learning

styles to learn
- We challenge ourselves with our learning

We are caring
- We look out for each other
- We use our manners
- We check in with each other
- We are respectful in and outside of the

classroom
- We treat others with care and respect

online
- Assisting someone else with their learning




